2008 Fall Check-In Survey Report

All surveys

All surveys:
Number of surveys = 500
Number of completed surveys = 218
Percent of surveys completed = 43.60 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 0
Number of bad email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0

Full Report:

10. What is your main concern/anxiety at this point in the semester?

Other (please explain)

It is so difficult to stay healthy in the dorms. Everyone is constantly sick, and the noise is awful. I don’t even attempt going to bed before 1:00 because it is too loud. quite hours should be more strict.

most of all of the above

It’s hard to balance social life and homework.

Gotta get those A’s

making friends that are girls when im in IT

I am freaking out...looks like I am going to get c's in at least two of my courses and that is not acceptable! Makes me want to jump out of the nearest building.

figuring out where i m right now, and where i’m going with my life

Send technical questions/comments to J. Scott Murdoch at: j-murd@umn.edu.